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PRIVATE COACHING PROGRAM
Mindset, Influence, Leadership, Growth, Mastery

the ultimate
edge
You are an ultra-achiever. You push the bounds of what people think is possible.
We know that the leader of a brand has an impact on their team. The team has an impact on the
guest experience. Who has an impact on you? Welcome to the PEAK Private Coaching Program.
This is that program to influence those that influence brands.
I have spent my entire life devoted to peak performance. From getting my first black belt at age 16
to now having three different black belts in 3 martial art styles including a 5th degree Master
Instructor ranking in American Kempo Karate. At 18, I enlisted in the United States Air Force and
was selected to be a member of of combat search and rescue team called Pararescue. The training
for this has one of the highest washout rates of all military special operations schools at 95%. It
wasn't just physically demanding, it was mentally challenging as well. You don't graduate and
receive their coveted maroon beret without pushing pass what normal people call high achievement
to peak performance. It just doesn't happen. Ask the other 77 men who failed to make it through my
training class.
I have owned restaurants and I've been recruited by Wolfgang Puck to help him expand his
restaurant empire. I have been pushing myself since I was a teenager and I don't plan on stopping
now. There is always another level you can take it.
This program is by invitation only. If you have downloaded this brochure, then you are you have that
edge that few will ever realize. I want to offer you a program to keep your edge sharp as a razor
and to dig even deeper into those reserves you have not tapped. I want to help you reach your
personal PEAK.
Are you intrigued? Then let's move on...

YOU CANNOT
DREAM YOURSELF
INTO A CHARACTER;
YOU MUST HAMMER
AND FORGE
YOURSELF ONE.
JAMES FROUDE

REACH
YOUR
PERSONAL
PEAK

The PEAK Private Coaching
Program
Through my years I have found there are
common threads to reach PEAK levels. I am
going to share with you those tools, techniques,
and insights to put you on a path like never
before. We are going to shake up the matrix and
push past high achiever status to mastery. I can
warn you now that during this program you will
want to quit. Don't. It's when you have reached
that tipping point that breakthrough and growth
are nearby.
There are 5 modules we will explore in this
program. Each is a building block that works in
synergy with the next. It took me 35 years to
uncover this sequence and for the first time I am
sharing it in this program. The rate as which you
completed each module depends on you.
Your resume speaks for itself and it has taken
you to your current level. Now, we dig in for the
real work. Time to start your ascent to the PEAK.
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Each module has essential key topics. Each topic will
be mastered before moving into the next. This
program is for those that truly want more from
themselves. No bullshit here. We are going all in and I
will not progress you in the program until you have
proven you have mastered the key contained in each
topic. You will have homework and exercises to do.
You won't progress if you do not do the work. Sound
harsh? Yes. Being at the PEAK is harsh and few make
it. That's why I am going along as your coach.

PEAK Coaching Modules
The Mindshift MAP - we start with my signature
mindshift program based on my experiences with the
USAF Pararescue Teams. Keys: Commitment,
Willpower, Grit, Front Sight Focus, State
Management
Peak Performance 101 - here we examine 10 keys
that will unlock a new level of peak performance for
you. Keys: Human Needs Theory, Presence,
Mindful Breathing, The Three S's, Adversity,
Visualization, The Decision Model, the LevelUP!™
System
Leadership 101 - next we unlock the keys to PEAK
Leadership. Keys: Self-Leadership, Why, Core
Values, Master Vision, Process Mapping, Extreme
Ownership, Emotional Intelligence, Charisma,
Appreciation, Leadership Math
Meditation 101 - Meditation? Yes. Meditation is a
common thread among all PEAK Leaders. Here we
are going to fine tune the mind to become detached
from something that holds most back...reactionary
thoughts. Keys: Purpose, The Habit Trap,
Procrastination, Breathing, Tools to Maintain,
Priming, Practice
Movement 101 - here you will harness the power of
movement to dig into energy reserves you may not
know existed. Keys: Anti-Gravity, Motivation Theory,
Triggers, Micro-Movements, The Power of Walking,
Intensity, Energy Targets, Challenge Manifesto
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QUARTERLY IMMERSION TRIPS
Each quarter we will meet in a one on one location to
really dig deep and work on refining skills you've
learned through the coaching modules. We will also
tap into expert advice from other world class PEAK
Performers.
Each trip is 4 days and while we will be working on
practical applications of the tools, techniques, and
concepts taught during coaching we will also stretch
beyond our comfort zones.
San Diego - have you ever had the chance to work
side-by-side with a Navy SEAL? These men are
infamous for the mental focus they are conditioned to
maintain in combat. You'll learn the same techniques
that you can apply to your life. We'll also go cage
diving with Great White Sharks and enjoy some
Southern Californian Cuisine.
Miami - what does it take to run 5 world class
restaurants? See first hand by hanging with a world
class chef that has built a restaurant empire. We'll
explore the culinary diversity of the Miami scene and
go speed boat racing off of South Beach.
Chicago - explore the world of the food critic and what
they look for when reviewing a restaurant. We'll tag
along to their favorite food spots, track down Capone,
and also go for a ride in an Indy Racing Car.
Las Vegas - protecting your assets is critical to our
long term goal of success at every level. While here
you have a chance to talk with an expert in wealth and
tax protection. We'll explore the world of high profile
chefs and shoot off a few rounds with some exotic
weapons.
San Francisco - The City by the Bay is well known for
it's culinary talent, not so much for the Neuroscience
research that is happening there as well. We'll explore
both. Plus you'll get thrown off a bridge is an extreme
bungee jump adventure.

FINAL WORDS
EXCLUSIVE

OFFER

The PEAK Private Coaching Program is the ultimate edge and is only open to 5 elite members per year. I
wanted to make this a very private and exclusive coaching program. You have received this brochure because I
feel you have the integrity, determination, and fortitude to make a commitment to a program such as this.
What's you will receive in this program:
- Bi-Weekly Coaching Calls - value $28,600
- Access to all online courses at The Restaurant Coach™ University - We have 11 course at RCU that
cover topics as increasing sales, leadership, hiring, retention, strategic planning, peak performance,
productivity, culture, branding. menus, food cost, marketing, and potential. value $9,764
- Access to The MINDSHIFT MAP™ - This program is only available to Inner Circle and PEAK Private
Coaching Clients. This will help you unlock the mindset of high achievement, become your best and reach the
pinnacle of success! -value: $4,997
-Access to the 4 PEAK Coaching Modules - these modules are not available anywhere else! -value $28,000
- 4 Immersion Trips - value $22,000 (*does not include travel or accommodations)
- Communication: 365 days of text and email support
Total Program Value = $93,361
Your investment is $3000 per month (a one year commitment is required)
Your savings is $57,361
If you wish to apply for the program I do have an application process you must go through.
Some of the activities will require a medical release from your doctor.
If you application is accepted we will begin the program within the two weeks of your acceptance.
I believe in there is power in getting started, so if you're ready then we go all in.
If you would like to start the application process, all you need to do is send an email to db@donaldburns.net
with the subject line:
"ALL IN"
I'll send you the application forthwith.
If you have any further questions concerning the PEAK Private Coaching Program, please contact me.
Donald Burns
The Restaurant Coach™
Cell: 505.603.3903
Email: db@donaldburns.net

I SAW THE ANGEL IN
THE MARBLE AND I
CHISELED UNTIL I
SET IT FREE."
MICHELANGELO

For an application email: db@donaldburns.net

